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By: Heidi Buck

Flip learns all about refereeing at 
a FIRST® LEGO® League 

NATURE's FURY℠ Tournament!
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  Referees require  
advance training and 
detailed knowledge 
of current Robot 
Challenge Game 

rules.

What does it take to be a FLL referee?  Flip got permission 
from the Director of a Qualifying Tournament to hang out 

with the referees for the day to find out...

I wonder what 
referees really have 
to know to do their 

job?

Wow... Referees 
have to learn all about 

the Robot ChallengE 
Game...

... and they 
need to review 

every game 
rule!

I never 
get tired of 
watching this 

video!
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After looking at all the training, Flip was ready 
to help the referees at the Tournament!

I have to 
get up early to go 

volunteer... 
well... maybe not THis 

early... zzzz

I've got my 
copy of the 
rules, so 
Here I go!

The tournament was being 
held at the Aerospace 

Museum of California in 
Mclellan AFB!  

This place looks 
incredible! 
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Here are the 
referee's zebra 

striped 
shirts...

...and look! 
someone made a 
special one for 

me!!

Now I'm 
ready to 
check-in!

Welcome to our 
tournament flip- 

here's your 
volunteer badge.

Flip followed the other 
volunteers into the 

facility...

There's the 
competition area- this 

is so exciting!
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Referees work  
under the 

direction of the 
Head Referee. 

...and met the Tournament 
Director - Jill Brigham.

Mmmmm, 
donuts for the 

volunteers!

It's going 
to be an 

amazing day!

After checking in, Flip and the other 2 referees 
met with the Head Referee - Dave Parker.

We're excited to 
be hosting a tournament 
at our museum! All the 

competing teams get free 
admission to the exhibits 

today too!

dave is 
going over any 

last minute 
questions and 

details...
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Along with the 
referees, there are 
other important 

volunteers 
helping out in the 

competition 
area...

competing 
teams have to go 
through a robot 

inspection before each 
match.

These volunteers 
take the referee 
sheets, enter the 

scores, AND keep them 
safe... THEY ARE the 

score keepers!

this volunteer is the 
time keeper. Every match is 
2 and a half minutes long. 
even I can see these big, 

bright numbers!

after every match, 
referees fill out and 

initial the score sheets. 
Teams have to initial the 

results too!

this 
FTC team is 

volunteering for 
this job since they 

have FLL 
experience!
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It's 9:00 am and 
everything is set up 

for the opening 
ceremony, SOON the 
teams WILL  start 

their robot 
rounds...

Referees are 
ready!

Referees do a lot! 

They Observe  team 
robot game matches, 

identify any rule 
violations, assess the 
field for scoring of 

matches, and participate  
in deliberations 

regarding contested 
calls and official 

scores. 
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 referees Play  a critical 
role in ensuring a 

smooth flow of match 
play and maintaining the 
pace of the event.  They 
also Embody FLL core 

values while monitoring 
and promoting safe 

practices on and around 
the playing field.
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Wow! Referees get to 
be part of the exciting 

action all day!

we also have a 
high visibility role... 

kind of like this team's t-
shirts!

 
Go team!

Working this 
hard all day, It's 
important to keep 

hydrated!
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After the last robot 
round, the volunteers 
move the competition 

tables and get ready for 
the closing ceremony!

whee!

While we 
wait for the 
judges to 

deliberate, the 
tournament 
director is 

getting 
everyone to 

DANCE! 

LOOK AT THESE 
COOL NATURE'S 
FURY PINS THAT 
EVERYONE GETS 

here in Northern 
California!

THere'S THE 'HIGH 
PERFORMANCE' AWARD GIVEN 
TO THE TEAM THAT SCORED THE 

HIGHEST POINTS ON THE ROBOT 
GAME. WE REFEREES THINK OF 

IT AS 'OUR AWARD'
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Follow Flip on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/FlipFLLRobot 

®

THIS IS IT - 
The CLOSING 
CEREMONY...

... AND OUR HEAD 
REFEREE GIVES THE 
AWARD FOR the TOP 

robot game 
PERFORMANCE!

Volunteers make FLL amazing. For more 
information on refereeing at a FLL event, visit: 

http://firstlegoleague.org/event/
volunteerroles#FLL-Referee

This was 
the best 'job' 

ever!


